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The understanding of datasnap xe2 from a beginner's view

1. What is the main benefit of Multi-Tier?

*It moves the connection between the client applications and database 
server to application server and database server while you can connect 
many client application to the same application server. It will save your 
database client license fee.

*It adds an application server in the system, make it more powerful to 
handle the client requests before database server.

*It allows you put your main business logic on the application server and 
make it easy to update the main business logic.
...

2. What is the main benefit of DataSnap in Delphi XE2 again the 
MIDAS in Delphi 2009?

* Before Delphi 2010, when you deploy MIDAS application, you need run 
Borland Socket Server on the Application, now no need. Datasnap server 
itself is the socket server, it can listen to the requests on its port like 211.

* Before Delphi 2010, you can not call the method to run a business logic 
on application server directly, you need some unreadable skills. Now you 
can.  Now Datasnap maps the datasets and methods directly in the client 
application, so you can call them directly.

* Its architecture is more flexible than before.

* It is easy to broadcast a message to clients from server now.
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